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29 in attendance
Agenda:
1. SAS-2 Electrical Specification Proposal 06-496 [Witt]
http://www.t10.org/ftp/t10/document.06/06-496r2.pdf
Additional discussion:
Proposal for 6G SAS Phy Specification 07-001 [Jenkins]
http://www.t10.org/ftp/t10/document.07/07-001r0.pdf
Spent the entire time discussing 07-001. This proposal covers many of the items below.
With regards to the transmitter device spec proposal, 07-001 has a great deal in common with 06496r2.
The differential voltage in 07-001 is defined by using pk-to-pk and mode voltages. This is similar
to the suggestion I made below in item b regarding how to measure de-emphasis. The pk-to-pk
voltages represent the signal with no de-emphasis.

De-emphasis is not included as a set value. This is an item that needs to decided upon, but was
not a subject of lengthy debate during this call. (Deferred to a later time.) Mike includes a page
presenting his concerns with a fixed de-emphasis.
DC common mode and differential impedance are considered to be included in the return loss
plots. Mike proposes the DC values be dropped and just use the return loss plots. He also
updated the equations to reflect 3.0 GHz rather than 4.25GHz to represent the values in SAS
terms. The plots are the same as in 06-496r2 and were not copied into this proposal.
The jitter values include question marks, but jitter has not been discussed yet and the values are
intended as initial place holders.
Overall, the major differences in this TX specification proposal include the use of mode
measurement for the de-emphasized signal and the removal of fixed de-emphasis.
The Receiver specification differences were limited to the use of the return loss plots for the DC
common mode and differential impedances.
We spent much time discussing the “interoperability” proposal. The method shown uses a
combination of a reference compliance channel and simulated equalization to produce an eye
diagram. This is similar to the existing SAS specification except that the equalization simulation is
added. Some concerned are that equipment may not be able to add the equalization simulation
and that we are specifying the transmitter output as a delivered signal rather than a simple
measurement made at the transmitter device compliance point. Simple would be better, however,
it may require a combination of the simple method plus the delivered, processed signal to achieve
the desired performance specification. Concern was also expressed over the de-emphasis and
how it is supposed to be optimized (according to the OIF version in the box) since we have not
The reference TX specification received a major complaint in that the VMA amplitude was used
rather than the Vpp value. The concern is that the de-emphasis is included as a variable from 0-6
dB and that if 6dB and 400mV are used for the reference values, a high-loss channel would not
deliver the required signal to the receiver. If the Vpp is used, then the 800mV combined with 0-6
dB still gives a 400mV minimum signal amplitude into the channel. Mike is to supply additional
supporting data on the reference differential capacitance.

a. Concentrate on page 6: Transmitter device signal characteristics.
Avoid the de-emphasis line for this call and work on the more commonly agreed-upon numbers.
b. De-emphasis measurement (page 8)
It seems that the major issue with the measurement technique is the window location that the
measurements are made.
What if Vpk is the pk-pk voltage (wherever it is at) and Vde is a mode value? Since the test is
made on the transmitter through a zero length load, the mode portion should not see too large of
a spread. (This approach is taken in 07-001.)
c. Receiver Device Signal Characteristics (page 11)
2. 10-meter cable specification issues
http://www.t10.org/ftp/t10/document.06/06-499r0.pdf
Several simulations in process and should have proposal update at January meeting.

Next call: 12/7/2006
Agenda: Review of above items using 06-496 as the basis and considering the 07-001 discussion.
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